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The idea that the brain encodes a model of reality and uses
that model to reason about the world has a long history in
almost all fields of science that relate to action-selection and
animal/agent behaviour.
In classical Artificial intelligence (A.I.), although never
explicitly stated, a model of the world is used to infer
future rewards (ex. Min-max, see [1]) based on some treebased search method. The power of classical A.I. to find
near optimal solutions given a model (and enough computational power) has recently been exposed in a popular game
competition[2], where the winning agents encoded a perfect
model of reality (the Mario world in this case) and used A∗
[3] to reason using that model.
More recently, theories of brain function put forward
by Friston et al.[4], [5] require that the brain encodes a
generative encoding of its sensory input, as an indispensable
part of its function. The generative model complements the
brain’s recognition model, and all action stems from the fact
that an agent tries to reconcile its internal world model with
reality, i.e. minimise its prediction error.
Another successful effort of sensory input modelling has
been Dynamic Adaptive Control(DAC)[6]. DAC was partially created to show how behaviour can emerge from the
interaction of different cortical areas. It defines a generic
multi-component agent architecture, with one of the components responsible for predicting future sensory inputs. In
a hybrid wall avoidance/phototaxis task, it was shown that
agents that specifically try to predict their future manage to
minimise the entropy of their sensory input, i.e. have more
stable trajectories.
A more abstract line of thinking concerning the idea of
encoding forward models comes from cybernetics[7] and
neural networks[8]. The ideas in these papers predate DAC
and the free energy formulation, and expose the theoretical
benefits of a forward model.

From the field of reinforcement learning, a number of
model based systems have been proposed, most notably
Dyna-Q[9] and Dyna-Q2[10]. The approach followed in
these papers has more to do with using the model to do
planning than to correct possible corrupted input.
In Evolutionary biology, it has been argued that a possible
reason behind the development of the mind was the ability of
its carrier to perform mental simulations of possible future
events, thus allowing the agent to “test” its theories about
the future[11] without physical harm.
From adaptive behaviour, there is a number of publications
(ex. [12], [13]) that exploit the model as part of a setup called
“anticipatory” behaviour, that are strongly focused on using
internal planning to guide the actions for an agent.
Finally, from a neuroscientific perspective, all the above
uses of a forward model1 are discussed in [15]. For the
paper’s main experiment, a number of participants where
asked to move their hands in total darkness and asess the new
position. The experimental data collected can be accounted
for by using a kalman filter[16]. This supports the view that
indeed a forward model is encoded by the Central Nervous
System, as a kalman filter requires such a model.
In this paper we revisit the subject of sensory/state input
modelling in a somewhat ad-hoc manner, using methods from
both Artificial life and classical machine learning to create
an agent that reasons using a model of its environment.
We claim three contributions. First, we show that one can
use a perfect forward model in order to boost the performance of an agent after reactive/adaptive learning(achieving
the best published results to date - as far as we know in a classic reinforcement learning task, the mountain car
problem, see the results section). Second, we show that that
an agent that has internalised a model of the environment
can achieve better performance than an agent that simply
encodes a policy, even if the model is imperfect, as long as
it tries to reconcile the error between the internal model and
the real world. Finally, we treat reactive control as merely
a strong prior over reflective control, which might possibly
allow one to gracefully increase the quality of an agent in
an online fashion.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: A background section introduces the world the agent is embodied
in alongside the technical components that make up each
agent. A methodology section where we describe how the
aforementioned components are linked to create agents; A
results section, where we present our findings, and finally a
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1 The term “forward model” is overloaded, see [14] for more details. In
the particular experiment peformed in this paper, sensory and state inputs
are the same, so we can avoid further clarification

Abstract— Biological systems tend to perform a range of tasks
of extreme variability with extraordinary efficiency. It has been
argued that a plausible scenario for achieving such versatility
is explicitly learning a forward model. We perform a set of
experiments using the original and a modified version of a
classic reinforcement learning task, the mountain car problem,
using a number of agents that encode both a direct and an
abstracted version of a forward model. The results suggest that
superior performance can be achieved if the forward model
can be exploited in real-time by an agent that has already
internalised a model-free control function.

I. I NTRODUCTION

discussion section where we propose further steps and reflect
on the the whole paper.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Optimisation and control
The problem of an agent finding an optimal policy in a
certain environment is usually studied under control theory
or biological action-selection. In case a generic solution to
the problem is sought, it is generally attacked in the broader
A.I/Alife community using mainly two different search methods. The first one is termed “reinforcement learning”[17] and
it involves finding an intermediate function to the problem,
called the value function, and using that function to find the
optimal policy. More formally:
V (s) = E[R, s|π]

(1)

s being the current state.
E[.], the expected value.
• R, the reward function.
• π a policy
• V (.) the value function
The second approach, more popular among evolutionary
robotics and alife practitioners, involves searching directly
the policy space for some optimal policy π ∗ . In this context a
process that resembles natural evolution[18] is used to shape
the agent’s control system. After a number of evolutionary
generations, the resulting agents should develop a policy
that can accommodate them in the world, hopefully in a
successful manner.
Both approaches have been applied successfully to a wide
range of problems. As a general remark, value function
methods (ex. TD-learning, Q-Learning[19]) seem to find
good solutions faster, while evolutionary methods converge
to better solution on the long term[20]. It has been speculated
that this is due an inability of the current reinforcement
learning algorithms to make good use of generic function
approximators.

Fig. 1.

Mountain Car Landscape

•
•

when x reaches a bound, v is set 0 ( this has the effect of a
car hitting a wall). The goal is to reach xt+1 > 0.52
Depending on the initial position and speed, a straightforward approach of driving forwards does not work, as the
motor of the car does not have the necessary force to directly
overcome gravity. Thus a successful agent, depending on the
initial position and speed, might need to move back and forth
in the valley in order to get enough speed to beat gravity and
get on top of the hill. A good policy will require a minimum
number of steps, whereas a bad one might involve a big
number of backwards-forwards moves.
C. Agent Components
All agents share a set of similar components and training
methods, which we present below

B. The mountain car problem
We embody and measure our agents in a world formulated
by the equations of the mountain car problem[21], which is
commonly used as a benchmark/reference task in reinforcement learning. The problem involves an agent trying to reach
the top of a hill from a random initial position and speed (the
landscape can be seen in 1).
The state equations the govern the Mountain car world are
as follows
vt+1 = vt + 0.001at − 0.0025cos(3xt )
xt+1 = xt + vt+1

(2)

The upper and lower bounds for the state variables are
−1.2 < x < 0.6 and −0.07 < v < 0.07. Action is one
of the a ∈ [1.0, 0, −1.0], and represents acceleration Finally,

Fig. 2. Architecture of a sample CTRNN input nodes project to fully
connected hidden nodes, which project to output nodes
2 The version of the problem used in this paper is the one found here:
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/ sutton/MountainCar/MountainCar2.cp.

1) CTRNN: A Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Network (CTRNN) (see figure 2) is a neural network, which as
it name implies, is recurrent and portrays a chaotic behaviour
in time[22]. The way these networks work is by initialising
the variables of the network to some random state. After
some time the network will fall into its attractor position.
The dynamics of the network are described in the following
equation:
n
X
dyi
= −yi +
wji tanh(yj − θj ) + Ii (t)
τi
dt
j=1

A. The agents
(3)

i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N , with N being the number of nodes.
yi , the state of the node i, this can be thought of as the
‘output’ .
• wji , the strength of connection from j node to i node.
e2x −1
• The hyperbolic tangent tanh(x) = e2x +1 .
• τi > 0 being the time constant of each node.
• θj being a bias term.
Euler approximation is used in order to perform the
integration for each time step with δt = 0.05.
2) Evolution: Whenever evolution is mentioned (see the
methodology section below) an (µ, λ) − CM A − ES [23]
Evolutionary Strategy is used, where the parents µ for
each generation are always half the number of the total
population λ = 10. Our use of CMA-ES is mainly motived
by its excellent performance in previous applications. In
that respect, any Evolutionary algorithm or genetic algorithm
that supports a real-valued encoding could be used. In our
experiments, the evolutionary substrate is always a CTRNN.
Thus, The genome is a real-valued and is a direct encoding of
the CTRNN parameters. Each gene in the genome is initialise
to 0.5, and CM A − ES is configured to expect a standard
deviation of 0.13 . When the genotype is transformed to a
phenotype, its gene is assigned to either a weight, a bias
or time constant τ . The process of decoding the gene binds
each weight and bias to [−10, 10] and τ to [0, e4.0 ]. In this
encoding, for a network if size N , we have N 2 + 2N size
genome.
3) Support Vector Machines: For this study we use the
SVMs as a black box method for performing any necessary
supervised learning. A more biologically plausible solution
would be using liquid state machines[24], although the
ubiquitousness and ease of use of SVMs makes them an
easy choice. The implementation was done with libsvm[25],
using the nu-svm SVM with the default libsvm RBF kernel
[26]. The inputs were NOT scaled or pre-processed in any
way.
•

•

III. M ETHODOLOGY
We have evolved three different agents, which all share a
similar structure concerning their input and output signals.
The fitness function used is the same for all the agents.
f=

s=100
X
s=1

tend

where tend is the number of timesteps it takes to reach
the goal ( x > 0.5). Thus the “better” agent is the one that
reaches the goal faster. A fixed number of initial positions
is generated randomly and uniformly from the state values
( −1.2 < x < 0.5 , −0.07 < v < 0.07 ). These sample are
represented in the fitness function with s. Note here that the
lower the fitness function gets, the better the adaptive value
of an individual.

(4)

All agents sense their world in a perfect fashion (i.e. there
is no sensory noise ). All policy model parts of our agents
are effectively CTRNNs. They encode two sensory channels;
position (Ip0 ) and velocity(Iv1 ). They also control the power
of the car engine by outputting a force (or acceleration) a,
where


if Oa1 > 2/3
1,
(5)
a = 0,
if −2/3 ≤ Oa1 ≤ 2/3


1
−1, if −2/3 < Oa
where Oa1 is the output of the 1st output neuron. The
policy part of the agent is always a CTRNN. One must note
here that the sensory information and the state are the same
in the mountain car problem. A schematic of the agents can
be seen in 3.

Fig. 3.

A forward model agent (left) and a policy only agent(right)

1) Policy Only agent (PO): This is the straightforward
agent, where training consists of evolving an agent to try
and reach the goal from various initial positions. This can
be seen as the “classic” neuro-evolutionary agent, where a
CTRNN is evolved for a number of generations against a
fitness function (see above).
2) Perfect Forward Model agent (PFM): This is a fictional
agent, where somehow the model of the world is known
to the agent a priori. In this case, the agent still trains on
the world as normal, but during normal operation/testing,
the agent, in a set of actions vaguely reminiscent of neural

Darwinism[27] performs a short evolutionary run using the
forward model. The equations of the forward model are
identical to the ones that govern the dynamics of the statespace the agent was evolved in. Thus the agent “thinks” for
a finite amount of time before making any move, simulating
possible future rewards (using equations identical to the ones
the environment uses in this case) and selecting the moves
that do better. The evolution here is specialised and does not
try to identify a generic agent, but rather tries to identify an
agent that can efficiently solve the problem from a specific
state. Effectively this means that the agent “overfits” an initial
network that was discovered during the training evolutionary
run to specific solution.
An alternative view of the setup above is to imagine that
the policy of this agent is merely a very strong prior. It is
the default behaviour of the agent provided no thinking time
is present. The more time the agent has to improve on this
prior, the better is should perform in any task.
3) Acquired Forward Model agent (AFM): This agent
acquires an internal world model and then uses that model
to predict some longer term reword. The architecture of
the agent here is identical to the “Perfect Model Agent”
presented previously, with the only difference being that the
agent has acquired that model. During the training phase, and
while the agent tries to identify a policy in the world, training
examples are implicitly generated by the agent performing
actions. These training examples are used to create a forward
model of the world.
In order to learn the forward model, support vector
machines(SVMs)[28] in regression mode are used for each
sensory channel (position, velocity and reward). The input to
the SVMs is xt , vt , at and the output is either xt+1 , vt+1 or
rt+1 3 . Due to the fact that the agent sees a very small number
of positive rewards(rt ), we only add a negative reward to the
examples for every one positive. The inputs were NOT scaled
or pre-processed in any other way.
While testing, each action planned is executed both in the
internal model and at the world. The error between the real
world and the forward model is calculated as follows:

(6)

i
This binds the error to 0 < Ei < 1.0. In equation 6, Eabs
is the absolute error for sensory input i, Sip is the current
state for sensory input i, Sip is the projected/simulated state
for input i , Simin is the minimum possible value for input
i and Simax is the maximum value for input i. If the error
becomes greater than some predefined prediction error Eib
than the agent stops, recalculates the steps needed to reach
the terminal position and proceeds as normal. Thus, the agent
3 Rewards

are interpreted as an internal sensory channel.

Number of test samples
Mean
Min
Max

PO
1000
68.006
1
300

PFM
1000
47.252
1
134

AFM
1000
52.606
1
172

has a concept that its forward model is NOT perfect and tries
to accommodate its observed reality, adjusting its behaviour
if needed.
IV. R ESULTS
We evolved all agents for 200 generations. The AFM
agent was trained using 50000 examples generated during the
original evolutionary training phase. We used a population of
10 individuals. In figure 4 one can see that the the landscape
is quite “rugged”, with the best genotype’s fitness value
“jumping” when improving. The process results in identical
policy models for each type of agent (which the agents that
use a forward model update online in fast 10-generations
evolutionary run later on).

Fig. 4.

i
Eabs
= |(Sip − Sia )|
i
Emax
= |(Simin − Simax )|
i
(Eabs
)
Ei =
i
(Emax )
E = [E0 , E1 , . . . , En ]

TABLE I
R ESULTS FOR 1000 RANDOM INITIAL POSITIONS

Sample run results using (5/5w , 10) − CM A − ES

During testing, we tested each agent for 1000 randomly
generated initial positions. If an agent failed to achieve the
goal within 2000 steps, the test case was declared a failure
(though this never happened in practice). In table I PO stands
for Policy Only, PFM for Perfect Policy Model and AFM for
Acquired Policy Model. What is obvious from the table I is
that an agent that encodes a forward model can achieve much
better results, even though the forward model is necessarily
imperfect. The PFM agent achieves the best results published
to our knowledge for the problem so far(ex. [29], [30]). Note
here that this approach required encoding a perfect forward
model, something quite hard to acquire, unless the model is
known in advance (ex. in most games).
Figures 6 and 5 contrast the difference between an agent
with a perfect model and one the imperfect one. The agent

Fig. 5. Phase portrait of AFM with starting position P = −0.398,v =
−0.0127. The imperfections in the forward model lead to correction (jumps)
in the phase space of the simulation.

Fig. 6.
Phase portrait of PFM agent with starting position P =
−0.398,v = −0.0127. Simulation and reality are the same, so no error
correction is needed.

with the acquired forward model “recalculates” its policy
once one of the sensory channels error becomes higher than
Es > 0.1. The PO agent (not shown in any figure) achieves
the same goal in 300 steps (its worst performance). This is
probably due the fact that the policy agent encodes a simple
policy of going back and forth until it reaches its goal, which
is quite generic, but not optimal for every scenario.

complementary to many different optimisation scenarios.
A case of interest would also be to formalise the situation
where the agent does not feel certain about the world and
ignores its internal model completely or partially, trying to
acquire the strategy from the real world. This would lead
to a more “natural” distinction between training and testing,
as there would be no need to make training explicit, the
agent would just act in the world as it sees fit, but after
acquiring enough experience it would start reasoning using
the internal model. A good question here is why we cannot
find an optimal policy no matter how much training we
do (which is evident in both reinforcement learning and
evolutionary approaches to the mountain car problem in
previous studies). Our proposal is that the current generation
of machine learning cannot capture the underlying nonlinearities in an optimal fashion, and this adversely affects
the performance of any learning algorithm.
An alternative approach in order to achieve good performance has been the evolution of both the weights and the
structure of the network. The problem with this approach
is that it requires an increasingly more complex network
in order to accommodate the complexity of the policy. We
believe our approach of an initial somewhat correct but
versatile behaviour that is updated online in a fast run might
yield better results due to the fact that we actually try to
approximate a large number of simple functions rather than
a potentially complex one.
With this in mind, one can see adaptive/reactive control as
merely a strong prior over anticipated/reflective behaviour.
The longer-term goal of this research is to be applicable
in solving computer games, where performance is a key
requirement. In these scenarios, one has a perfect model of
the world, but it seems that in more complex worlds reinforcement learning and GAs fail to evolve optimal solutions
(rather one gets “good enough” results). What one would
ideally want is optimal performance, which we think can
be achieved by doing a very short evolutionary run on an
already good approximate solutions. As long as we can keep
the computational demands of the online run short, one might
hope to optimise performance on the expense of some cpu
power.
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